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Any statements made via Blend Financial Inc. DBA Origin Financial’s (“Origin Corp.”) social
media sites and/or podcast episodes are not intended as investment, tax or legal advice. The
content is not an offer, solicitation to offer or advice to buy or sell securities. Investing in
securities involves risk and there is the potential for losing money. Past performance is not
indicative of future performance. Origin reserves the right to remove any comment we deem to
be spam, offensive or otherwise inappropriate. Investment advisory services are provided by
Origin Investment Advisory LLC (“Origin RIA” and together with Origin Corp, “Origin”), an
SEC-registered investment adviser, and wholly-owned subsidiary of Origin Corp.

Origin has entered into an agreement with certain social media influencers who are
compensated for their services. As such, any such social media influencer has an incentive to
recommend Origin, resulting in a material conflict of interest. Opinions expressed or
information provided do not necessarily reflect the views of Origin. Any content is for
informational purposes only, does not constitute legal, tax or investment advice.

Third-party opinions, statements, or views posted on our social media pages are
communications by the persons posting them, and they are not adopted or endorsed by Origin.
Origin may, in its sole discretion, remove comments or users at our discretion. Origin will remove
comments that are unlawful, abusive, defamatory, offensive, or that contain profanities. We will
remove spam, including a high number of messages on the same topic.

Any third party links provided in posts by Origin’s social media sites are offered as a matter of
convenience and are not intended to imply that Origin, its employees or affiliates endorse,
sponsor and/or are affiliated with the owners or participants in those sites, nor do we endorse
any information contained on those sites, unless specifically stated otherwise. Origin is not
responsible for information posted and/or shared beyond our social media sites.


